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Dear Quilting Friends,
The 2014 Sauder Village Quilt Show has come and gone. Every year I am astounded that the
quilts just keep getting better and better, which means all of you who exhibit just keep on
creating more and more fabulous quilts. Keep up the good work, we love showcasing the
wonderful quilts you make!
If you weren’t able to attend the show this year, or if you would like a quick visual review of
the top winners, you can see the best of show, all first place prize winners and people’s
choice winners on our website.

Congratulations to Dorothy Card of
Camden MI, the winner of the 2014
raffle quilt. Thank you to everyone
who bought raffle tickets in support
of the Jr. Historian program at
Sauder Village.

Be sure to mark your calendars for the 2015 Quilt show
which will run Tuesday  Sunday, April 28th  May 3rd.
Workshops with Bill Kerr from the Modern Quilt Studio
will be available Wednesday, April 29th  Saturday, May
2nd. His website has much more information on Bill and
his wife and quilting partner Weeks Ringle.
Bill’s latest line of fabric for Andover Fabric, The Color
Collection, was designed to offer quilters richly colored
toneontone fabrics that work as well with modern quilts
as traditional ones. The thirty fabrics include two ranges
of values. Not only do these values make these versatile
additions to your stash, they are great for creating
transparent effects as shown in their Jewel Box quilt.

The Color Collection fabrics are available right here at Threads of Tradition.

Quilt Retreats
Let the Heritage Inn become your home away from home while you stitch to your heart’s
content at one or more Quilting Retreats. Registration for the January 16  18, 2015 retreat

is now available online. There is also still room for you in our Fall weekday retreat
September 30  October 2nd or you can put your name on a waiting list for the October 3  5
weekend retreat.
As always we will provide a spacious, welllit sewing room along with multiple ironing and
cutting stations. Each quilter will have her own six foot table workspace and the sewing
room will be available from 6:00 am to 2:00 am to accommodate both the early birds and
night owl quilters. Breakfast is included in your hotel package and four catered meals are
provided with retreat registration. An optional box lunch is available for the opening day of
each retreat. Come, relax and sew in our newly redecorated meeting rooms at the Sauder
Heritage Inn and go home with completed UFO’s and lots of new ideas gained from other
quilters and our staff.

Kim Diehl’s Simple Whatnots
Many of you met Kim Diehl when she was here and
taught workshops for our 2013 Quilt Show. Her signature
style is very popular and Kim is now offering the Simple
Whatnots Club for her fans featuring exclusive quilt and
project designs stitched entirely from Kim’s collection of
fabrics. Each month, beginning in July, we will feature a
“doable” little quilt kit with traditional patchwork and a
sprinkling of simple applique here and there. No quilt will
be greater in size than 40” square which makes them easy
to finish in a month’s time. In each pattern, Kim will
share extra little snippets and morsels in the project
handouts, including sewing tips and tricks, recipes, crafty
things, and ideas for decorating with quilts. Handouts will
include clearly written project directions with fullsize
applique templates. The monthly kits will vary in price,
depending on the size of the project.
Kits can be purchased individually, but to ensure that you have the complete collection, call
Threads of Tradition to reserve a kit each month and we will be sure to save one of each for
you. Kits can also be mailed to you if you are not able to stop in and pick them up. If you are
interested in meeting monthly with a group to sew these charming quilts in our classroom,
please let us know. If there is enough interest in creating a sewing group, the classroom
would be available the third Monday of each month.

Simple Whatnots… what a great new program to create a variety of quilts you’ll love to
stitch, cherish, decorate your home, or give as gifts.

Rug Hooking ‑ Your Next New Passion?
Quilters love the feel of fabric in our hands, so
many of us enjoy working with fiber and fabric in
various forms. If you have never tried rug
hooking, now is the time to give it a chance.
Threads of Tradition is carrying simple rug hooks
and a variety of small rug hooking kits suitable
for beginning hookers. These kits are assembled
by Rebecca Landin and include precut wool
strips, trivet pattern marked on linen and yarn for
finishing. All you need to add is the hook and
your time; what do you have to lose?

Quilts in the Works
We are currently working on three new quilts
for your enjoyment and inspiration. The first one
is a reproduction quilt called Crossroads by
Carol Hopkins Designs. This quilt is a
combination of simple star blocks and rail fence
blocks set on point. This quilt looks more
intricate than it really is because the center of
the stars and the middle bar of the rail fence are
fussy cut to create additional pattern interest.
We have chosen different fabrics from what is
featured on the pattern cover, so come see our
quilt and let us know which version you prefer.
Kits are available for our version of this 56” x
65” reproduction beauty.

Also currently in the sewing process is a pattern called “Threads” by Homestead Hearth. It
features our new shot cottons and some woven stripes. This will be a fabulous quilt for a
country home or for a man in your life. As an interesting side note, I was shopping the other
day and noticed that shot cottons are popular in the clothing world as well as in quilts. In
major department stores I saw men’s and women’s shirts sewn from shot cotton which is
identifiable by an almost iridescent sheen when the two colors of threads intersect. So you
might want to sew up some shot cotton clothing items and be on top of the latest fashion
trend!

By the time you read this newsletter, our
Memory Lane quilt should be on display. It
features a new Moda fabric line called Through
the Winter Woods by Holly Taylor. A
companion book by Doug Leko of Antler Quilt
Designs, features many great patterns for this
fabric and from that book we have chosen to
piece Memory Lane. It sews together quickly
using a jelly roll, some of the printed winter
scenes and a few fabrics for border and
background. Stop in and pick up your jelly roll
and fabrics soon, I believe this one is going to
fly off the shelves.

House Warming Party Kits are also available. This 64" x 74" quilt is Bloom Creek’s
newest "Strip It" pattern and features the Home for the Holidays fabric line by Faye Burgos
for Marcus Fabrics. Strip It fabrics are printed with different coordinating prints in 2½
stripes, so it looks like you have already strip pieced a jelly roll together.
For those quilters who are new to working with StripIt fabric, this would be a great
introduction, yet is suitable for quilters of all skill levels. Please note that the instructions are
written specifically for use with the StripIt fabric which is included in our kits.

Fabulous Fabrics!
It all started with a branch! Lonni Rossi spotted a very interesting branch lying on the
ground and took it back to her studio. She scanned it into the computer and the “magic”
started to happen  the basic motifs for her Bare Branches fabric emerged! She imagined
the pristine icy stillness of early snowfall with a range of values from very light to very
dark. The picture shows a quilt design using Lonni’s Bare Branches fabric. What will
you choose to do with this beautiful fabric?

Cool, still water, floating lily
pads and the willowy bamboo of
a quiet pond enchanted and

inspired Water Garden, a
whimsical collection of
turquoise, teal, green, gray and
orange where playful koi fish
circle beneath, eyeing iridescent
dragonflies above.

Crystal Palace is a collection by Whimsies & Wishes for Studio E Fabrics. The fabric
panel features snowflakes with metallic gold accents surrounded by an assortment of
borders. Coordinating fabrics include words of winter and snowflakes, snowflake grid,
snowflakes with metallic gold swirls and other designs all in shades of off white, light to
dark gray and black.

Ingenious New Patterns
Just when we thought that every quilter had made her limit of the Easy Striped Table runner
pattern, Bunnie Cleland comes out with three new Triangle Frenzy patterns that have
everyone all excited again! Cut some triangles, spin them around, rearrange them, and sew
them together. Table runner, mantle runner, bed runner, long or short, large or small the
possibilities are endless! While these patterns all use the same 60 degree triangle ruler as the
Easy Striped Runner, there are no waste triangles, all are used in the design. Be sure to
check out our samples of the Triangle Frenzy Swirl, Hexagon Table Topper and Runner
along with our generous selection of border print fabrics to be used in any one of the three

patterns.

Bountiful Books
Quilters, crafters, and embroiderers of all skill levels will be
thrilled with these whimsical patterns from Australian
designer Gail Pan. Featuring fullsized hand embroidery
designs, Patchwork Loves Embroidery is for anyone who
wants to enjoy the relaxing hobby of putting needle to
thread.

Stitch along with author Jean Ann Wright as she creates
easy, fun projects with jelly rolls and precuts in the new
book Jelly Roll Jambalaya Quilts.

Make your sewing machine take flight! Take the intimidation out of machine quilting classic

feather motifs with this easy to follow handbook, Feathers
That Fly. Discover a new technique in each chapter, along
with projects for practice.

Judy Martin is back again with her third Log Cabin book!
Her designs are unlike any others you have seen before. Find
latticework, a basket weave effect, and many more. Anyone
with the desire can make these quilts; the cutting and sewing
are that easy. The large versions of the quilts will take some
time, but which would you rather make: more quilts or more
extraordinary quilts? When you want to make memorable
quilts, turn to Extraordinary Log Cabin Quilts!

Kim Diehl presents a visual feast with a generous collection
of brandnew charming quilts. In her most recent book
Simple Appeal Kim uses modern timesaving techniques and
rich fabric pairings to pay homage to our quilting heritage.

The inspiration just keeps coming from so many talented designers that as quilters we never
have a chance to get bored with our craft… there is always so many new patterns and
techniques to stitch! Stop in at Threads of Tradition often, you never know what will inspire
you next!

Keep on Stitching,

Linda

Threads of Tradition at Sauder Village
22611 State Route 2, Archbold, Ohio 43502
800.590.9755 or 419.446.2541 ext. 3011
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send email inquiries to: lrufenacht@saudervillage.org
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